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ABSTRACT 

Industries and academia have embraced cloud computing for their day-to-day activities. A lot of studies have 
been done to unpin variants of cryptographic algorithms used to secure the cloud. This survey aims to unravel 
recent studies of the most employed cryptographic scheme used to secure the cloud, the type of cryptographic 
algorithms used, the execution time trend of the cryptographic algorithms (Linear time / Non-Linear time), 
the aims of these cryptographic algorithms, and identify some of the security concerns in cloud computing. 
The study considered published studies from 2015 to 2022 from well-known databases such as Taylor and 
Francis, Scopus, Research Gate, Web of Science, IEEE Xplore, Science Direct, Hindawi, Google Scholar, 
and ACM.  A total of 72 published articles were considered to respond to the various specific objectives 
using the Prisma framework. The systematic literature review has revealed the usage of encryption schemes 
as the most employed cryptographic approach and data security and cloud security as the most researched 
security challenge. The security challenges that were identified are data integrity and preservation, intrusion 
detection, and privacy and confidentiality. It has been revealed that from 2015 to 2022, 90% of encryption 
algorithms depict linear time complexity. The systematic literature review has proven little usage of 
symmetric stream cipher algorithms to ensure the privacy and confidentiality of cloud data. 
Keywords: Data Security, Data Confidentiality, Data Integrity, Linear, Non-Linear, Intrusion Detection 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
There are a lot of challenges and 

opportunities recently as data production and 
usage have increased significantly in the world. In 
an attempt by data security experts to protect this 
huge data, a paradigm shift in data storage, 
security, integrity, and availability needs to be 
employed [1].  The remedy to these problems is 
through the adoption of cloud computing. The 
rendering of computing services hosted over the 
internet based on subscription is considered cloud 
computing [2]. Cloud computing usage allows for 
the employment of software and infrastructure in 
any place on this earth, where all the services are 
managed by cloud service providers [3]. It has 
been on the agenda of companies and 
governments around the world to adopt cloud 
computing to attain reduced operation cost and 
elasticity of data capabilities, which is assumed to 

be the best Information Technology solution [4].  
The adoption of the cloud by governments and 
companies has resulted in various service 
providers springing up and notably among them 
are Salesforce, Amazon, and Yahoo with many 
vendors like IBM and Oracle that provide 
database technical support [5]. 

Despite the numerous benefits and the drive-
by other entities to contribute to the sustenance of 
cloud computing the major challenge that needs 
much concern is data security [6].  This is 
attributed to the varying architecture and designs 
used in cloud computing such as software, 
hardware, and Application Programming 
Interfaces [7]. The differences in configuration 
make cloud clients and providers face diverse 
issues relating to security [6], and [7]. Jibir et al. 
indicated that variants of attacks as well as threats 
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are targeting the cloud now and then [8]. Imperva 
which is a well-known company that provided 
cyber and data security warned its customers of an 
impending attack on cloud applications called 
man-in-the-cloud [8]. 
 
1.1 Services and Cloud Deployment Models 

The various service models of cloud 
computing and a brief review of cryptographic 
schemes are discussed in this section. 
1.1.1 Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 

The delivery of software on a subscription 
base by a third party to multi-tenants is considered 
Software-as-a-service. These systems deploy 
software once and can be accessed by clients both 
from smaller to large entities. There is always an 
integrated system used over the internet which 
might require routine modification and novel 
activities [11].  

 
1.1.2 Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) 

Platform-as-a-Service makes available an 
environment that allows applications, the 
development of the applications, and maintenance 
of the applications [12]. The cloud clients can 
create, plan, improve and assess the developed 
applications directly from the cloud and monitor 
the applications' development cycle. 

 
1.1.3 Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) 

Infrastructure-as-a -service serves as the 
basis upon which all other cloud services are built. 
This replaces the traditional data centers in the 
normal network architecture. Cloud service 
providers use this model to provide platforms 
upon which cloud client can store their resources 
[13]. Cloud clients resort to IaaS on the basis that 
the cloud service provider can sustain the quality 
of the service they provide. The guarantee for the 
usage of IaaS is explained through the Service 
Level Agreement (SLA) which is linked to the 
lifecycle of the cloud service provider and shows 
the monetary as well as procedural dynamism 
relating to SLA as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Management of resources in cloud 

computing [14] 
 

1.1.4 A Container-as-a-Service (CaaS) 
Container-as-a-Service allows developers to 

use a package for their entire programming task.  
The container contains all the coding needs, run 
timing, and configuring together with the libraries 
the system needs to execute a host machine [15].  

A container-as-a-Service provides all the 
libraries that are needed to run a program and are 
not dependent on any other virtual system for the 
needed libraries as indicated in Figure 2. They can 
provide a whole unit for uploading, organizing, 
running, scaling, and managing the container. 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Container as a Service architecture [15] 

 
1.2 Cloud Deployment Models 

The uniqueness in accessing resources that 
are shared on the cloud is considered cloud 
deployment models. Based on this four different 
models are considered namely; 
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1.2.1 Public cloud 
This is a type of cloud that allows entities to 

access data using the internet depending on their 
common goal and allows applications to be made 
available to the group with the help of servers in 
the cloud [16]. Such clouds are provided for the 
general public and they are under the control of 
governmental organizations, businesses, 
academicians, or the blend of all units hosted by a 
cloud service provider on its site [17]. 
1.2.2 Private cloud 

According to [18], private clouds are meant 
for the storage of personnel or the execution of a 
task by a distinct entity. Such a cloud particularly 
stores very sensitive means or monetary data of 
the entity thereby making it a patented platform. 
Private clouds are used as single entity schemes 
and their operations are based on already existing 
infrastructure or new resources which are located 
on the organization’s premises under the care of a 
third–party company [19]. 
 
 
1.2.3 Hybrid cloud 

The blend of the economies and 
competencies of public and private clouds results 
in a hybrid cloud that provides the advantages of 
data security for the two infrastructures [20]. 
According to [21], their merger requires more 
technical skills in terms of their collection, 
analysis, assessment, and the entire managerial 
task of hybrid platforms. There are a lot of 
challenges associated with hybrid clouds which 
include data security and governance.  
 
1.2.4 Community cloud 

The community cloud is considered a multi-
tenancy platform aimed at allowing companies to 
leverage a common resource [22]. Such a type of 
cloud allows the users to work on a common 
project because they have one goal to attain using 
the software of the community as indicated in 
Figure 3. On this platform, tenants are all 
concerned with common security as well as the 
principles of agreement among them with a 
delegation of monitoring and assessment by a 
third party [23].  

 
Figure 3. Scheduled Workflow On A Community 

Cloud [24] 
1.3 Cloud Client 

Cloud clients are individuals or companies 
that utilize the resources of a cloud service 
provider. They have the utmost right to choose the 
services of any service provider and pay them 
according to services rendered to them (cloud 
client) by the service provider after which their 
contract ends. A service level agreement is made 
by the cloud client in determining the quality of 
the service rendered [40]. These agreements are 
signed relating to the quality of service, 
confidentiality, prevention, and integrity of the 
service provider. 
 
1.4 Cloud Service Providers 

Cloud Service Providers (CSP) are entities 
that render computing as a service to cloud clients. 
The management of all the cloud services and the 
infrastructure is under the control of cloud service 
providers [41]. Software-as-a-Service and 
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Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud providers are 
responsible for the provision of resources to cloud 
clients through organizing, arranging, sustaining, 
and keeping up-to-date applications as well as the 
management of infrastructure. The cloud service 
provider provides all the architectural design and 
the computing infrastructure such as networks, 
servers, and the hosting of all the infrastructure as 
shown in Table 1 [42]. 

 
Table 1. Various Performers In Cloud Computing 

[39] 
 

Performer Function 
Cloud Client An entity that uses the services 

rendered by a cloud service 
provider based on a subscription 
base. 

Service 
Provider 

Any company that renders 
computing service to cloud 
clients via the internet and 
ensures the provision of 
resources the clients require to 
attain the satisfaction desired 

Cloud Auditor This is a third-party responsible 
for the evaluation of services 
rendered to a cloud client. This is 
in the form of assessing 
performance, system operation, 
and security 

Broker of Cloud An entity that mediates between 
cloud subscribers and cloud 
service providers seeing to the 
worth of their services delivered. 

Carrier of Cloud Any organization that ensures 
connectivity between cloud 
clients and cloud providers for 
the transport of services offered. 

 
 
1.5 Security Challenges in Cloud Services 

 
1.5.1 Security in Software-as-a-Service 

This is the interactive layer in cloud 
computing which makes all security challenges to 
be linked to data in cloud computing [25]. 
Security-as-a-Service stresses the duty of the 
cloud client to provide the needed security for the 
data off-loaded by putting in checks on who can 
access such data and also the security schemes 
that could be employed by the cloud service 
provider. The commonest security issues 
associated with Software-as-a-Service are; the 
problem with configuration, the problem with 
complying with regulations, and the problem of 
recovering from disaster. 

As a result of the above issues, researchers 
need to consider the relationship in terms of 

security between cloud providers and providers of 
SaaS. There are, therefore, calls for proper 
scrutiny of the security approaches used by cloud 
service providers. 

 
 
1.5.2 Security in Platform-as-a-Service 

(PaaS) 
According to [26], there are three divisions 

for Platform-as-a-Service which are the layer that 
links with Software-as-a-Service which is the 
intermediate layer purported for storing an 
application, data run timing management for 
database, and the last layer for backend activities 
such as network, storage, and CPU storage.  The 
security issues as suggested by [27] against 
Platform-as-a-Service are; hacking and attacks, 
poor data visibility, abuse of cloud services, and 
encryption and authentication bypass. From these 
security issues, cloud service providers should 
ensure that proper identification and verification 
mechanisms are put in place to ensure a greater 
security door in PaaS. 
 
1.5.3 Security in Infrastructure-as-a-

Service (IaaS) 
This is the service level that allows cloud 

clients to make use of virtual devices for storing 
data and optimizing the use of the Central 
Processing Unit (CPU). The layer faces a lot of 
security challenges based on the frequency of 
accessing the service. Some of the security 
challenges put forward by [28] are; leakages of 
data, loss of data, insider attacks, and inadequate 
visibility. 

The need for proper legal terms and 
regulations for the activities of cloud clients in the 
usage of IaaS is suggested. 

 
1.5.4 Security in Container-as-a-Service 

(CaaS) 
The use of the Container-as-a-Service has 

increased because of the numerous advantages 
derived from it such as being light, faster, simple 
deployment, better utilization of resources, and 
the control of version [29]. Some of the security 
challenges in CaaS are container malware and 
container privilege insecurity. To make 
Container-as-a-Service more secure the Operating 
System kernels must be more robust in terms of 
security since clients are allowed to share the 
same Operating System [29]. The various cloud 
security challenges and issues are outlined in 
Table 2. 
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Table 2. Security Challenges In Cloud Computing 
 

 
 
 
1.6 CLOUD SECURITY ISSUES 
1.6.1 Confidentiality 

Securing data from unapproved persons 
to have access to the data is considered 
confidentiality [30]. Many researchers have used 
varying techniques to achieve this, ranging from 
cryptography to the combination of cryptography 
to dividing into blocks [31]. Examples of security 
schemes used to ensure the confidentiality of data 
are; 
 
1.6.1.2 Encryption using a biometric 

approach 
In this approach varying parameters such as voice 
signals, iris of the eye, face recognition, and 
fingerprint scans are used. These schemes are 
very distinct and difficult to manipulate so they 
prevent access to the stored data [33]. 
 
1.6.1.3 Using the classification approach of 

K-NN  
The use of the supervised machine 

learning algorithm K-NN is also considered an 
alternative to achieving the confidentiality of data 
as proposed by [34]. This is mostly used in the 
recognition of patterns, segmentation of data, 
forecasting as well as an approximation which 
aims at selecting profound data that helps in 
attaining data confidentiality. 
 
 
1.6.1.4 A secure scheme using HPI 

Cloud clients are allowed to save data on 
the cloud by applying the security scheme of 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) in this 

approach [31]. Data obtained is scrambled after 
which it is moved to the cloud and unscrambled 
upon request by the cloud subscriber from the 
cloud. This raises the confidentiality of cloud data 
using the end-to-end encryption scheme. 
 
1.7 Integrity  

Data integrity ensures the reliability of 
customers' data which indicates that their data are 
safe and have not been altered as appropriate 
cryptographic algorithms have been adopted [32]. 
The concern of data integrity is to prevent the loss 
of customers’ data. This is very important due to 
frequent access to data by customers from the 
cloud service provider. Examples of appropriate 
security approaches to attain data integrity on the 
cloud includes planning for business continuity, 
and regular backups. 
1.7.1 Verification based on BLS signature 

Boneh–Lynn–Shacham (BLS) signature 
is a security scheme used to ascertain the 
authenticity of a signer. A bilinear pair is what this 
scheme uses for authentication and is based on the 
basics of an elliptic curve. This makes it more 
secure against the attack of the index and was 
employed in the works of [54]. Their scheme had 
five stages of verifiability which are, Key 
Generation, Token Generation, Challenge, 
Response, and Check Proof. These approaches 
support auditing verification as such ensure 
proper verification. 
 
1.7.2 Blockchain 

Blockchain has been considered an 
alternative to cryptosystems for ensuring data 
integrity on the cloud.  This is evident in the study 
of [55] where an integrated mechanism of 

Cloud Service Security Issues Security Challenges 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 
 

i. Malware attack  
ii. Extensive data access 

iii. Inadequate technical skills 

i. Visualizing data of users on the 
cloud  

ii. Poor data control 
 

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) i. Accessing a system by unapproved 
persons 

 

i. The problem with the 
unavailability of service 

ii. Hijacking by attackers 
Infrastructure-as-a-Service 
(IaaS) 

i. Security relating to virtualization 
ii. Hardware security concerns 

iii. Security issues relating to utility services 
iv.  

i. Security issues relating to Service 
Level Agreement 

ii. Security of providing software 
using network 

Container-as-a-Service (CaaS) i. The sharing of operating systems used by 
the host possess a security threat 

ii. Security of apps in the container 

i. Critical concentration on runtime 
is needed 

ii. Securing container-to-container 
activities 
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Blockchain-based linear mapping was used. This 
helped to overcome the trust concerns of Third-
Party Auditors reducing huge computational and 
connectivity overheads. The message is sliced and 
homomorphic verifiable, and tags are produced 
for the sample verification. 
 
1.8 Availability 

Data availability ensures the readiness of data 
stored on the cloud to its owners. This aims at a 
holistic retrieval of data. The cloud client wants to 
be sure that the cloud service provider has not 
succumbed to the data at their end, which might 
have resulted from device failures, software bugs, 
and other threats of the cloud that could have any 
effect on the data [56]. In recent times, data 
availability is achieved by replicating data on two 
or more virtual servers upon configuration by the 
cloud client. Some leading organizations that 
offer multi-data duplication at different 
geographical locations are Amason S3 and 
Google Cloud [57].  

 
1.9 Techniques Of Data Security In The 

Cloud 
 
1.9.1 Firewall 

To ensure the prevention of host and 
network attacks on the cloud, firewalls are 
installed which makes it an effective security 
approach that can be used to ensure security in the 
cloud. A firewall can assess as well as regulate the 
connectivity of devices [50] which helps to 
prevent attacks such as Economic Denial of 
Sustainability (EDoS) and cross Virtual Machine 
(VM) [51]. This helps to protect the entry of 
Autonomous architecture into the cloud network 
by protecting inside nodes from external attacks 
which helps to ensure the security of the system. 
As a result of the dynamic nature of cloud 
computing, the firewall can shade the inside and 
outside security properties which could be 
achieved by allowing outside entities that utilize 
rented instances by executing the rented firewall 
software [51]. This is making the use of a firewall 
very secure to ensure cloud data security and 
privacy. 

 
1.9.2 Encryption  

In securing data on the cloud, 
appropriate cryptographic algorithms are used. 
Cryptographic algorithms scramble the plaintext 
to an unreadable form [52]. The strength of such 
algorithms depends on the encryption key that is 
used to execute the encryption process. An 

algorithm like the RSA which was proposed by 
Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman in 1978 has its 
strength based on prime number factorization 
which is difficult to compute by the attacker using 
discrete logarithm time. There are a series of 
cryptographic algorithms that are used to secure 
the cloud such as Advanced Encryption Scheme 
(AES), Data Encryption Standards (DES), and 
Blowfish.  Other integration approaches include 
Blowfish and AES, SHA1, and DES. All these are 
employed to ensure the security of the cloud. A 
brute force attack is considered the commonest 
attack on cryptography.  

1.9.3 Data Masking 

The process of hiding real data from its 
natural structure making it un-genuine to prevent 
leakage of data is termed Data Masking. It is seen 
as an intermediary between encryption and the 
token approach. Data masking has the property of 
hiding the original data by obscuring some 
elements in the message that unintended users are 
not expected to see [53]. This approach allows for 
offshoring, allocating, and affiliating as well as 
using cloud solutions based on legal boundaries. 
Two types of data masking are considered namely 
dynamic and static masking. Dynamic masking is 
the application of a selective hiding technique 
based on legal rules considering the viewers of the 
data giving security to delicate data similar to the 
plaintext with no scrambling property. Static data 
masking ensures holistically hiding the content 
from unauthorized persons making the data not 
revocable.  
 
1.9.4 Blockchain(Distributed Ledger 

Technology) 
The ever-growing technology which authors 

have suggested to have the capability to 
potentially secure data in this information-
growing era is Blockchain. In Blockchain a list of 
blocks is arranged in hierarchical levels making it 
cryptographically secured. Blockchain activities 
are arranged in a peer mode using the connectivity 
of computers distributed globally [58]. Each 
computer in the network keeps a copy of the 
mirrored data which guards against data loss, 
editing, or data tampering which helps to raise the 
security of data managed using Blockchain. 

In an attempt by researchers to handle these 
security issues properly, several research studies 
have been done as in Dinh and Park, and 
Saravanan and Umamakeswari, [9] and [10]. 
Though there are situations where modern 
cryptographic algorithms could be used to 
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increase security in the cloud, current approaches 
are not able to withstand current security threats 
that attack the client and the provider end in recent 
times because of the high execution time of the 
algorithms. 

From what has been said so far, it is evident 
that some pertinent issues hinder the security of 
data on the cloud. This study, therefore, aims at 
surveying various works of previous research in 
areas such as the most used approach to secure 
data on the cloud, the types of cryptographic 
algorithms employed, the purpose of these 
cryptographic algorithms to achieve security in 
the cloud, and the security concerns in the cloud. 

 
2. RELATED WORKS 

 
Security in the cloud has gained much 

attention from researchers. Series of conferences 
have been organized by The 2nd International 
Conference on Electrical, Communication, and 
Computer Engineering; 2nd World Congress on 
Computing and Communication Technologies; 
and ACM International Conference Proceeding 
Series, (2020) among others are some of the 
various conferences that concentrated mainly on 
cloud computing security. Not only that but also 
many journals have published works by eminent 
researchers on cloud computing. In this section of 
the current study, a detailed review of articles that 
concentrated on surveys of cloud security issues 
is discussed. 

According to [35 their research 
investigated the security mitigation and threat 
approaches used in cloud computing, and they 
identified that the most highly researched area of 
data security is leakage and tampering of data. In 
addition, they indicated that intrusion detection 
was among the security challenges of cloud 
computing.  

Again [35] disclosed that another major 
challenge facing cloud clients and cloud service 
providers is waving their sensitive data to a third 
party to store. One thing worth mentioning about 
the findings from [35] is that even though they 
used a different approach in their study, they 
embraced the Blockchain scheme to ensure data 
security. However, in their support for the 
Blockchain scheme, they have advocated for 
more research into an appropriate approach to 
ensuring better confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability of data. 

 
In the study by [36], detailed survey 

work on cloud security challenges was conducted. 

In that study, several security challenges such as 
cloud architecture, cloud concept, and the 
provision of structures that can be employed to 
achieve data privacy were investigated. Further 
analysis of various security schemes such as ABE, 
KP-ABE, searchable encryption, and other 
approaches was also considered. In summarizing 
[36], proposed that, for data privacy, legal entities 
like HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability) and FAPA (Financial Agency 
Privacy Act) should provide stringent legal 
frames to ensure data privacy as done in many 
countries. 

The study of [37], did an intensive 
review of papers based on keywords like security 
and privacy of e-health data on the cloud, HER 
architecture as well as cryptographic and non-
cryptographic schemes used in HER. In their 
study, they placed much attention on the 
challenging issues and advantages of the cloud 
though they advocated for further research in the 
area of cloud data security and privacy of e-health. 
They also indicated that an intensive study of the 
security of e-health using the cloud could attain 
the integrity and confidentiality of the data on 
patients. 

Yang et.al [38] indicated that there had 
been intensive studies on security challenges and 
privacy in cloud computing but there is still a gap 
in the literature. An all-inclusive survey was 
conducted digging into eight data security 
elements namely; confidentiality, integrity, 
availability, fine-grained access control, safe data 
sharing in groups, and data leakage - resilience. 
Two major challenges were identified by the 
paper. The dishonesty of parties makes them not 
to be able to share data and cloud clients with 
fewer facilities might not be able to undertake 
operative data mining activities. Aside from these, 
suggestions in the summary indicated the 
proposal of a robust data privacy scheme and a 
safer scheme for outsourced data using an 
appropriate machine learning scheme. 

The study by Basu et al. [39), revealed 
that a major challenge in cloud computing is the 
security of the cloud which much research has 
been conducted on but there is no clear linkage 
between the cloud data security at hand and the 
suggested solutions such as Blockchain and 
cryptographic schemes. There is a lack of unit 
schemes for achieving the problem of 
virtualization and the control approaches 
identified by [40] on cloud security and the 
proposed solutions provided a common platform 
to meet an exact need to solve the problem of 
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cloud security [41].   To add on, the solutions 
stated in the survey of [42] did not state the exact 
challenge it handled. [39], proposed that a better 
robust approach should be developed that can 
handle specific security challenges in cloud 
computing.  

Rajeswari and Kalaiselvi [43] researched 
data storage in the cloud by assessing data 
security relating to integrity, access control, and 
the use of attribute-based encryption. From their 
work, one major conclusion was that the 
computation overhead for data storage and 
security should be less though the security of the 
cloud could be attained better through 
verification, approval, privacy, and integrity. 

Pavithra et al [44] also surveyed cloud 
security challenges using Blockchain. Their work 
suggested that the use of Blockchain has the 
security strength to curb cloud security concerns. 
Their work, therefore, assessed and related 
security challenges by utilizing Blockchain. They 
concluded that increasing device connectivity, as 
well as calculations, will serve as the solution to 
security challenges in the cloud. 

Sevis and Seker (45) surveyed ensuring 
the integrity and security of data in the cloud. In 
their work, they drew much attention to untrusted 
servers and unapproved individuals who can or 
might take advantage of the data left in their care. 
Their concern was that as data is kept in a remote 
infrastructure under the control of a third party, 
that data can be altered, detached, dishonored as 
well as pilfering. They concluded that for cloud 
computing to be secure, its design must be well-
organized, be multi-tenant computation, be 
dynamic, able to retrieve data stored, and have an 
enhanced security scheme. 

Saxena and Chourey [46] concentrated 
on security in the cloud and the corresponding 
challenges that arose. They identified that, as the 
cloud is hosted over the internet it makes it prone 
to a lot of vulnerabilities relating to its execution 
and security challenges. Their paper suggested 
that, though cloud computing is a complex 
system, data privacy can be attained when model-
by-model level concentration is used. 

Nagesh et al. [47] also indicated that data 
integrity, privacy, and security can be considered 
as some of the challenges hindering the full 
adoption of cloud computing by companies and 
other entities. Their work cited solitaire cloud to 
be more vulnerable compared with multi-tenant 
cloud systems on which much research has not 
been done. After they had compared their work 
with other research works, they concluded that the 

multi-tenant cloud is at the developing stage and 
a stronger architectural design could help bring 
solutions to the problems of data security as well 
as client privacy. Such a decision by [47] could 
provide efficiency in calculations, connectivity, 
and dynamism in operation.  

Patel [48], considered data 
confidentiality as the major security challenge in 
cloud computing. Patel analyzed various 
algorithms that could be used to achieve 
confidentiality of data such as encryption using 
biometrics, Secret Sharing Schema, and K-NN 
classification.  It was suggested by [48] that the 
use of encryption and obfuscation techniques is 
the best approach to ensure the confidentiality of 
data in the cloud. 

Mahboob et al [49], in their study, stated 
that among other things, the most highlighted 
security challenge in cloud computing is client 
authentication and access control. They suggested 
that to control this challenge they should use a 
robust scrambling technique. In their future 
works, they thought of placing much emphasis on 
utilizing a high-scaled scrambling scheme that 
could help them to achieve a more secure cloud. 

Kaura and Lai [50] suggested that with 
the increase in the number of devices connected 
to the cloud, security is the highest challenge. 
Their study discussed the various services in the 
cloud, their associated risk, and the mitigating 
factors utilized to ameliorate them. 
From the review of available literature by various 
authors, the security of the cloud which is the 
major concern points to data integrity, 
confidentiality, availability, and access control. 
Researchers have proposed varying approaches 
ranging from Blockchain to encryption schemes 
aimed at ensuring the security of the cloud. 
Dishonesty of third-party entities and cloud 
clients has also been identified as leading to cloud 
insecurity. Legal entities like FAPA and HIPAA 
should propose stringent measures to ensure data 
privacy. Finally, the current study observed that 
no African writer has published a document 
concerning cloud computing challenges and this 
is a gap to be filled. The current study aims at 
filling that gap. 

 
3. METHODOLOGY 

 
In this survey, the Systematic Literature 

Review which is based on Prisma is used to assess 
the number of research directed toward cloud data 
security. Graphs and tables are used to interpret 
the data obtained. 
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3.1 Research Questions 
The objective of this study rests on evaluating 

issues of security in cloud computing through 
security interventions proposed by researchers 
were also considered. Six goals were considered 
for this research. These objectives were;  

 
3.1.1 Which cryptographic scheme was 

mostly employed by researchers to 
secure data on the cloud? 

3.1.2 Which cryptographic algorithms were 
used to secure data on the cloud? 

3.1.3 How did cryptographic schemes encrypt 
and decrypt data on the cloud? 

3.1.4 What was the execution time trend of the 
cryptographic algorithms (linear time / 
non-linear time) used? 

3.1.5 What were the intended aims of these 
cryptographic schemes? 

3.1.6 What were some of the security concerns 
in cloud computing? 

3.2 Approaches for Accessing Articles 
In this section, the researcher placed much 

attention to various phrases, databases, and 
referencing tools used. The processes for the 
search which has been discussed in detail as 
follows; 
3.3 Phrases Used 

A Series of phrases were used in arriving at 
the various articles used in this survey. The topic-
related phrases used to retrieve the various articles 
from various databases included; “Data security 
in the cloud”, “Cloud security challenges”, 
“Cloud security models”, “Cloud providers and 
security challenges”, and   “cloud security 
mitigation strategies”. 
 
3.3.1 Electronic Sources 

Some well-known digital sources which 
were used in scouting for articles for this survey 
include Taylor and Francis, Scopus, Research 
Gate, Web of Science, IEEE Xplore, Science 
Direct, Hindawi, Google Scholar, and ACM.  
 
3.3.2 Reference Management 

A large volume of articles was 
downloaded based on the keywords used for the 
study. The IEEE reference generation tool was 
used as the management tool for the referencing 
of these articles which helped the researcher in the 
collation of the articles. 
3.3.3 Search  Processes 

The researcher searched popular digital 
libraries to download articles that are related to 
the topic under consideration. The articles were 
publications from conferences as well as books. 
All 157 papers were downloaded by the 
researcher and were organized using the IEEE 
reference generator. This allowed for easy 
tracking of the downloaded papers which eased 
the referencing and then presented in a Prisma 
framework [59]. A selection procedure was used 
to group the downloaded papers based on their 
relevance to the study. Out of the 157 papers 
downloaded, 72 were considered relevant to the 
topic under review. The exclusion procedure used 
for the selection of the papers of interest was; 

I. Papers with publication dates earlier 
than 2015 

II.  Papers with no DOI 
III. Papers that concentrated on cloud 

taxonomy 
IV. Articles that used anonymous citation 
V. Papers that concentrated on Blockchain 

technology rather than those that 
concentrated on cloud computing 
security 
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Figure 4. Flow Diagram For The Systematic Review Which Included Searches Of Databases, And Other Sources [59]
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This segment presents the Systematic 

Literature Review outcomes and their discussion.  
4.1 Which Cryptographic Scheme Was 

Mostly Employed By Researchers To 
Secure Data on The Cloud? 

 
In Figure 5, the most used approach to ensure 

cloud security is encryption schemes which make 

up 16.7% of the publications used in this survey 
between 2017 and 2021. These encryption 
schemes used existing cryptographic algorithms 
and hybrid algorithms. This was followed by the 
use of encryption models indicating a percentage 
of 9.7% of the survey papers. The most utilized 
encryption model adopted by researchers to 
secure the cloud was based on the Map-reduce 
layer using a Hadoop platform [61].

  

 
Figure 5. The Most Employed Cryptographic Scheme Used To Secure Data On The Cloud 

 
4.2 Which Cryptographic Algorithms 

Were Used To Secure Data on The 
Cloud? 

Figure 6 depicts the various types of 
cryptographic schemes used to secure data on the 
cloud.  These are categorized into asymmetric and 
symmetric algorithms.  From Figure 2.6, in 2016, 
2% of each of the published works used in this 
survey were based on both symmetric and 

asymmetric properties. This was increased to 5% 
for asymmetric algorithms and 4% for symmetric 
algorithms. There was a significant increase in 
proposing the use of an asymmetric algorithm to 
secure data on the cloud in 2021 with a percentage 
of 8% and 7% for symmetric algorithms. There 
was a drastic decline in 2022 from 8% in 2021 to 
0% in 2022 for asymmetric algorithms and from 
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7% in 2021 to 1% in 2022 for symmetric 
algorithms. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Type Of Cryptographic Algorithms Used To Secure Data On The Cloud 
 
 

4.3 How Do Cryptographic Schemes 
Encrypt And Decrypt Data on The 
Cloud? 
 

The encryption and decryption of data on the 
cloud are achieved in two ways. The first 
approach is encrypting the whole data as a block 
which is termed block ciphering or executing the 
data alphabet by alphabet which is also termed 
stream ciphering. From Figure 7, 4 % of 
algorithms proposed in 2016 employed a block 

cipher approach while 0 % of the survey papers 
used the stream cipher technique. However, the 
usage of block cipher algorithms escalated to 10 
% in 2020 with a corresponding 2 % increase for 
stream cipher algorithms. In 2021 there was a 
decline in the usage of block cipher algorithms 
from 10 % in 2020 to 9 % in 2021 with an increase 
in the usage of stream cipher algorithms in 2021 
with a percentage of 7 %. 
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Figure 7. How Cryptographic Schemes Encrypt And Decrypt Data On The Cloud 

4.4 What Is the Execution Time Trend of 
the Cryptographic Algorithms 
(Linear Time / Non-Linear Time) 
Used? 

  
The execution time trend measures the 

performance of an algorithm on the time it takes 
to scramble and decrypt data using different data 
sizes [61]. The performance evaluation of an 
algorithm is categorized into linear and non-linear 
execution time. The Linear performance 
evaluation is observed when the execution time of 
the algorithm is proportional to the data size. Thus 
the higher the data sizes the higher the execution 

time as indicated in the study of Pereira et al., 
[62]. However, the non-linear algorithm 
performance is not based on data size but on the 
size of the nonce value used during the execution 
of the algorithm [63].  From Figure 8, in 2016 
there was a 1 % usage of linear as well as 1 % 
usage for non-linear algorithms. There was an 
increase in the usage of linear algorithms in 2020 
from 9% to 12%. There was no increase in the 
usage of non-linear algorithms which was still at 
0%. Researchers 2021 did a lot of work on linear 
algorithms resulting in a 14% increase but there 
were no proposed non-linear execution time 
algorithms in 2021. 
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Figure 8. Execution Time Trend Of Cryptographic Algorithms Used To Secure Data On The Cloud

 
4.5 What are the intended aims of these 

cryptographic schemes? 
 
Figure 9 shows the main objectives for the 

employment of the various cryptographic 
approaches. Cryptographic approaches are 
mechanisms used to control the security 
challenges in the cloud such as privacy 
preservation, cloud security, the confidentiality of 
data, and others. From Figure 9, ensuring data 
security on the cloud had 30.6% of all the 
publications involved in this survey from 2015 to 
2022. Figure 9 and Table 3, depict that ensuring 
data security on the cloud has 30.6% of all the 

publications involved in this survey from 2015 to 
2022. This is supported by the study that [35], 
[37], [38], [43], [44], [45], and [47] data security 
has been the biggest security concern of 
researchers. This was followed by cloud security 
which had 29.2% of the total publications used in 
this Systematic Literature Review.  

The study by Kaura and Lal [50] supported 
this viewpoint.  From Figure 9, only 2% of the 
papers reviewed concentrated on ensuring data 
confidentiality which is supported in the study by 
Patel [48]. The least of the mechanism used is 
aimed at penetration testing and anomaly 
detection on the cloud and had 1% in 2019. 
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Figure 9. Intended Aims Of Cryptographic Schemes 

 
4.6 What Are Some of The Security 

Concerns In Cloud Computing? 
Cloud users and cloud services providers 

raised a lot of factors related to data 
confidentiality, data privacy, data integrity, and 
many more aside from the benefits associated 
with cloud computing. These security concerns 
have made clients not fully migrate onto the cloud 
[130]. Gartner categorized cloud security risk into 
seven (7) groups [133].  

The categorizations according to Gartner’s 
security risks are; 

I. Access Control: Access control 
manages the in and outflow of access to 
data by cloud clients’. 

II. Governance: Clients’ data security and 
integrity are controlled by governance. 

III. The geographical location of data: This 
controls the siting of data centers to 
store clients’ data 

IV. Division of data: This defines the ways 
to break data into units for storage. 

V. Data Recovery: The ability to recover 
data in case of a disaster such as a virus 
attack 

VI. Fact-finding: This explains if there is 
the possibility to investigate any illicit 
task  

VII. Data Availability: This is to find out if 
the stored data will be available anytime 
it is needed by the cloud client. 

These seven categorizations of Gartner’s 
category have led to the security challenges 
depicted in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Security Concerns In The Cloud 

 
Table 3, depict the various publications 

which were surveyed from renowned databases 
such as    Taylor and Francis, Scopus, Research 

Gate, Web of Science, IEEE Xplore, Science 
Direct, Hindawi, Google Scholar, and ACM.  

 
 
 

Table 3. Papers Used In Survey 
ARTICLE 

REFERENCE 
CRYPTOGRAPHIC SCHEME PURPOSE 

[64] Encryption Algorithm Data Security 
[65] (Protocol) Game-theoretic model Attack on the cloud 
[66] Chinese Remainder Theorem Privacy preservation 
[67] Model Driven Engineering techniques Security analysis 
[68] Encryption Algorithm Data security 
[69] Encryption Algorithm (AES and RSA) Data protection 
[70] Encryption Algorithm Data Security 
[71] Protocol ( Security Framework) Data Security 
[72] Machine Learning Algorithm Cloud Security 
[73] Business Process Modeling Notations Cloud Security 
[74] Security Framework Cloud Security 
[75] Security Framework Intrusion Detection 
[76] Security Mechanism Cloud Security 
[77] Security Framework Cloud Security 
[78] Security Framework Data Security 
[79] Security Strategy Cloud Security 
[80] Virtual Memory Deployment Approach Data Security 
[81] Encryption Algorithm Data Security 
[82] Encryption Algorithm  Data Security 
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[83] Machine Learning Algorithm Data Security 
[84] Encryption Algorithm Data Security 
[85] Security Framework Security, Privacy, and Trust  
[86] Encryption Algorithm Data Security 
[87] Security Framework Cloud Security 
[88] Encryption Algorithm Data Security 
[89] Encryption Algorithm Data Security 
[90] Encryption Scheme Data Security 
[91] Security Framework Cloud Security 
[92] Security Framework Security and Privacy 
[93] Encryption Technique Cloud Security 
[94] Encryption Algorithm Cloud Security 
[95] Security Framework(Map Reduce methods) Cloud Security 
[96] Encryption Algorithm Cloud Security 
[97] Encryption Scheme Cloud Security 
[98] Encryption Scheme(Chaotic Searchable Encryption) Cloud Security 
[99] Security Framework Privacy and Security 
[100] Security Framework Cloud Security 
[101] Blockchain Cloud Security 
[102] Encryption Algorithm Cloud Security 
[103] Security Framework Cloud Security  
[104] Encryption Algorithm Cloud Security 
[105] Encryption Algorithm ( AES and key agreement protocol Cloud Security 
[106] Encryption Algorithm Data Privacy 
[107] Blockchain Security and Privacy 
[108] Encryption Algorithm Cloud Security 
[109] Security Framework Security and Confidentiality 
[110] Encryption Algorithm Cloud Security 
[111] Encryption Algorithm (AES) Cloud Security 
[112] Encryption Algorithm ( AES ) Data Security 
[113] Encryption Algorithm (AES) Cloud Security 
[114] Encryption Algorithm Cloud Security 
[115] Encryption Algorithm (RSA) Cloud Security 
[116] Encryption Algorithm (RSA) Data Security 
[117] Security Framework Cloud Security 
[118] Encryption Algorithm Data Security 
[119] Encryption Algorithm Data Security 
[120] Security Framework Data Security 
[121] Security Framework Data Security 
[122] Security Framework Cloud Security 
[123] Encryption Algorithm Data Security 
[124] Encryption Algorithm and Data Mining approach Cloud Security 
[125] Encryption Algorithm Cloud Security 
[126] Security Framework (Security-Aware Efficient Distributed 

Storage (SAEDS) model) 
Cloud Security and Privacy 

[127] Encryption Algorithm Security and Confidentiality of 
Cloud Data 

[128] Security Framework Cloud Security 
[129] Encryption Algorithm Cloud Security 
[130] Security Framework Data Security 
[131] Security Framework Security and Privacy 
[132] Security Framework Security and Trust 
[133] Security Framework Cloud Security  
[134] Encryption Algorithm Data Security 
[135] Security Framework Cloud Security 
[136] Security Framework Cloud Security 
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5 CONCLUSION  

In this survey, a Systematic Literature 
Review was conducted to review the existing 
literature relating to cloud computing however, 
much emphasis was placed on the security 
approach which is mostly employed to control 
security challenges in the cloud. The type of 
encryption algorithms used to secure the cloud, 
how algorithms encrypt and decrypt data on the 
cloud, the execution time trend of the algorithms 
used in the cloud (Linear time / Non-Linear time), 
the intended aims of security approaches, and 
some of the cloud concerns in cloud computing 
were also not out in the study. A lot of security 
techniques used to secure data on the cloud were 
identified which include firewalls, data masking, 
encryption, and Blockchain. The survey also 
identified some security challenges in cloud 
computing and identified approaches that are used 
in accomplishing such security challenges. The 
security challenges identified were confidentiality 
and privacy which could be addressed through 
encryption using the biometric system, the 
classification approach of K-NN, and a secure 
scheme using HPI. Data integrity as a security 
challenge could be controlled through verification 
based on BLS signature, and Blockchain. The 
availability of data was also identified as a 
security challenge in cloud computing and this 
can be attained through data replication on 
different servers. The migration to the cloud 
comes with its advantages for cloud clients, and 
cloud service providers but maximizing these 
profits calls for proper and sustaining security 
approaches to tie the breach of security concerns 
in cloud computing. This systematic literature 
review shows that security is a major setback to 
the full adoption of cloud computing both on the 
part of the cloud client and the cloud service 
provider. 

Moreover, the survey identified that the best 
approach to ensure cloud security is through the 
employment of encryption algorithms. According 
to the survey, of all the publications considered, 
the encryption algorithms proposed from 2016 to 
2022, 90% of them had linear time complexity. 
This makes their execution time to be predictable 
and dependent on the size of the data. 

For future research, this study suggests that much 
attention should be diverted to researching data 
security, data privacy and confidentiality, 
reliability and trust, and multi-tenancy on the 
cloud by employing algorithms that have non-

linear time complexity, unpredictable execution 
time, and low execution as they happen to the 
least researched as depicted in Table 3. This then 
concludes that security issues in cloud computing 
must be intensively evaluated. 
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